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We present a novel solid-state magic angle-spinning NMR method
for measuring the NHi–NHi11 projection angle ui,i11 in peptides. The
experiment is applicable to uniformly 15N-labeled peptides and is

emonstrated on the chemotactic tripeptide N-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-
L-Phe. The projection angle ui,i11 is directly related to the peptide
backbone torsion angles fi and ci. The method utilizes the T-MREV
recoupling scheme to restore 15N–1H interactions, and proton-medi-
ated spin diffusion to establish 15N–15N correlations. T-MREV has
ecently been shown to increase the dynamic range of the 15N–1H

recoupling by g-encoding, and permits an accurate determination of
he recoupled NH dipolar interaction. The results are interpreted in a
uasi-analytical fashion that permits efficient extraction of the struc-
ural parameters. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR; di-
polar vector correlation; g-encoded heteronuclear recoupling and

omonuclear decoupling; T-MREV; structure determination in
eptides.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, solid-state magic-angle spinning (M
NMR has made important contributions to structure elucida
of biological macromolecules primarily through measurem
of internuclear distances (1). Initially, application of rotationa
resonance (R2) experiments (2, 3) to bacteriorhodopsin (4–6)
and enzyme–inhibitor complexes (7) provided information
about reactive intermediates and the active site of these
proteins not accessible with other spectroscopic techni
Subsequently, homonuclear experiments were employe
gether with a collection of specifically13C-labeled molecules
successfully constrain the conformation of fibrilar fragmen
b-amyloid (8, 9). Similarly, heteronuclear REDOR expe
ments (10) were used successfully to address the conform

f inhibitors bound to large soluble proteins (11–13).
Structures can also be constrained by measuring the re
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rientation of two interactions around a torsion axis of inte
or example, the relative orientation of two dipolar vect

wo shift tensors, or other combinations such as a shift
ipole tensor can yield directly torsion angles (14, 15). Thus

the relative orientation of15N i–
1H i and 13Ci

a–1H i tensor inter
actions yields the dihedral anglef i (16, 17) and the orientatio

f 15N i–
13Ci

a and 13Ci
1–15N i the anglec i (18, 19) in a peptide

backbone. A similar experiment has been employed to exa
the side chain torsion anglex1 (20).

Experiments designed to constrain torsion angles ma
ume a special importance in uniformly13C, 15N-labeled sam

ples. These samples are routinely employed in solution N
experiments and are appealing for solid-state studies be
of their ease of biosynthetic preparation. Nevertheless, in
formly labeled materials efforts to extract structurally imp
tant long distances (;4–6 Å), which exhibit weak dipola
ouplings, are complicated by the simultaneous presen
tronger couplings from directly bonded atoms. Specific
he intensity of a cross peak due to the weak couplin
ttenuated by the stronger interactions, an effect referred
ipolar truncation (21–23). For this reason spectrally select

homonuclear dipolar recoupling techniques (24–27) and also
recoupling techniques involving dipolar dephasing to a he
nucleus (28–31) are being developed for distance meas
ments in multiply labeled samples. In a uniformly15N-labeled
peptide sample, homonuclear15N–15N dipolar couplings are a
of the same magnitude, and truncation effects do not
long-range homonuclear polarization transfers.

The experiment described in this publication correlates
orientation of two NH vectors in the peptide backbone of
uniformly 15N-labeled tripeptideN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe
(MLF) (32) illustrated in Fig. 1a. The first 2D increment of
3D pulse sequence yields a 2D15N–15N correlation spectrum
which may be useful for assigning peptide backbone r
nances. In a more general case the experiment yield
projection angleu i ,i11 between two neighboring amide N
vectors, a parameter that constrains the backbone torsio
gles f i and c i . The polarization transfer is achieved by1H-
driven spin diffusion (33–35). Recently, a similar approa

as used to correlate two carbonyl CSA tensors in a pol
36) and in the protein backbone (37, 38). T-MREV (39) is

h-
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133NH–NH VECTOR CORRELATION IN PEPTIDES
applied to the1H spins to actively recouple the dipolar int-
action in an indirect evolution period while decoupling
1H–1H dipolar interactions. The T-MREV sequence is
MREV-8 (40–42)-derived, g-encoded (43), TC-5-type (44)
multiple-pulse sequence that does not refocus the dipolar
pling after each rotor period. The magnitude of the dip
interaction recoupled by T-MREV does not depend on
powder angleg which increases the dynamic range of
1H–15N dipolar recoupling and permits an accurate determ-
tion of the projection angleu i ,i11. The dephasing of the nitr-
gen magnetization depends on the relative orientation o
two 15N–1H dipolar interactions. The data can be analyzed
he projection angleu i ,i11 being the sole parameter in a lea
squares simulation.

THEORY

The Hamiltonian operator of the heteronuclear dipolar
teraction during MAS can be written as a product of
time-dependent spatial components and the time-indepe
contributions from the nuclear spin operators

FIG. 1. (a) 3D representation ofN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe (MLF).
nteractions NHi and NHi11. This angle is directly related to a specific c
Ramachandran diagram. (b) Pulse sequence for the determination of the
on nitrogeni and i 1 1 is taking place int 2 and t 3, respectively. The NH d
Polarization transfer between the nitrogen nuclei is achieved using pro
ecoupling of the NH dipolar interaction is given on the top of the pulse
u-
r
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H IS
D ~t! 5 O

m522;
mÞ0

12

v 0,m
IS exp~imv rt!T1,0

I T1,0
S . [1]

he definitions for the irreducible tensor operators of rank
pins I and S are

T1,0
I 5 I z, T1,0

S 5 Sz

T1,61
I 5 7

1

Î2
I 6, T1,61

S 5 7
1

Î2
S6. [2]

In the following I and S represent1H and 15N spins, respec-
tively. The spatial componentsv 0,m

IS can be represented as

v 0,m
IS 5 22bISD 0,2m

2 ~VPR!d2m,0
2 ~bRL!, [3]

e angleu i ,i11 corresponds to the projection angle between the two di
bination of the two backbone anglesf i and c i in the protein backbone on t
lative orientation of two NH vectors in the peptide backbone. Chemical sevolution
lar coupling is reintroduced simultaneously for nitrogeni and i 1 1 during t 1.
-mediated spin diffusion. The details of the T-MREV sequence whichd for
quence.
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134 REIF ET AL.
wherebIS is the dipole–dipole coupling constant

bIS 5
g IgS\

r IS
3

m0

4p
. [4]

The coefficientsD 0,m
2 (VPR), VPR 5 {0, bRR, gPR}, are the

igner rotation matrices that define the coordinate tran
ation from the principal axis frame to the rotor frame.bPR and

gPR are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, speci
the orientation of the molecular frame dipolar coupling te
to the rotor-fixed frame. The transformation from the ro
frame to the laboratory frame is achieved by a subseq
rotation by the magic angle ofbRL 5 tan21=2. The Wigne
matrices are given by

D 0,m
2 ~VPR! 5 d0,m

2 ~bPR!exp~2imgPR!, [5]

here the reduced Wigner matrix elementsd0,m
2 (b) are define

as

d0,0
2 ~b! 5 1

2 ~3 cos2b 2 1!

d0,61
2 ~b! 5 6Î3

8 sin~2b!

d0,62
2 ~b! 5 Î3

8 sin2b. [6]

RF irradiation is incorporated into this treatment via app
tion of the Wigner matrix elementsDm,0

1 (VRF) to the irreducible
ensor operatorT1,0

I T1,0
S (3, 45)

U RF
† ~t!T1,0

I URF~t! 5 O
m

D m,0
1 @VRF~t!#T1,m

I

5 O
m

dm,0
1 @bRF~t!#e

2imaRF~t!T1,m
I , [7]

whereaRF and bRF denote the time-dependent RF phase
spin rotation angle of the pulses, respectively. The ov
phase of the pulse sequence in each element is includ
multiplication with a phase factor exp[2imf(t)]. If the se-
quence containsn elements in each rotor cycle, the phase o
th element isf(t) 5 2pp/n. The first-order average Ham

tonian H (1) of an n-fold symmetric pulse sequence is c-
structed fromn elements withinN rotor periods5 and can the
be expressed as (22, 46)

H IS
~1! 5

1

n O
p50

n21 O
m522

12 O
mI521

11

v mI,m
IS

3 expF i
2p

n
~Nm2 m I! pGT1,mI

I T1,0
S , [8]

5 In this work we employ the notation used in Ref. (46).
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where v m I,m gives the amplitude of the interaction fra
average Hamiltonian terms of the dipolar coupling betw
spins I and S

v mI,m
IS 5

n

Nt r
E

0

n/Ntr

dti mIv 0,m
IS dmI,0

1 @bRF~t!#eimaRF~t!eimvrt,

[9]

whereNt r/n corresponds to the length of one T-MREV cyc
Recoupling can occur only when the spatial components m
the spin components of the sequence:

Nm2 m I 5 qn. [10]

For the C5 T-MREV experiment used here,N and n were
chosen to beN 5 1 andn 5 5, respectively. This leads
ecoupling of the spatial and spin components withm 5 m 5
1. The basic building block of the T-MREV sequence

erived from the MREV-8 (40–42) element. In contrast to th
raditional MREV-8 variant where the effective Hamilton
ies in thex–z plane, inclined by 45° with respect to thez axis,
the effective precession axis of the Hamiltonian in the
MREV multiple pulse sequence is located purely in the tr
verse plane. Furthermore, the basic C5 element is phase-s
in order to reintroduce the dipolar interaction. To date, no o
projection angle experiment usingg-encoded recoupling h
been described, where the interaction is not refocused
each rotor period.

The magnitude of the recoupled interaction is given by
product of the amplitude of the spatial componentv0,61

IS and the
complex scaling factork of the sequence.k is determined b
the symmetry numbern and the details of the elements in
pulse sequence. In the analysis, the theoretical value ofuku 5

.5026 (for n 5 5 and N 5 1) was used (39). However
recise calibration of the experimental scaling factor is
rucial for the description of the15N1H–15N1H recoupling

experiment, since the dipolar dephasing of the correlated
displays only modest dependence on the scaling of the e
tive 15N–1H dipolar couplings and strong dependence on
relative orientation.

Since the amplitude of the recoupled interaction is de
dent on only the anglebPR, this type of sequence is referred
as g-encoded (43). This behavior makes a quasi-analyt
treatment of the experiment particularly convenient. Furt
more, the correct dephasing behavior of the coherenc
analyzed in our case by accounting for differential relaxa
between the statesSx and 2SyI g (39).

Figure 1b illustrates the experiment for correlating
15N–1H interactions in an indirect dimension yielding the-
ative orientation between NiH i and Ni11H i11 vectors in the
peptide backbone. The basic T-MREV building block use
recouple the1H–15N heteronuclear interaction is shown ab
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135NH–NH VECTOR CORRELATION IN PEPTIDES
the first T-MREV element in the pulse sequence. Initia
magnetization is transferred from1H to 15N by ramped cros
polarization. The main building block of the sequence con
of two dipolar dephasing periodst 1 that utilize the T-MREV
recoupling sequence to reintroduce the15N–1H dipolar inter-
action. The constant time dephasing period uses 10 roto
riodstr in each element yielding a maximum dephasing tim
five rotor periods. Most approaches to this problem are de
from dipolar–chemical shift experiments (48) and use MREV
o generate dipolar sideband patterns which permit to
ngles to be constrained (15, 16). In our implementation, T
REV leads to a heteronuclear dipolar interaction that is

efocused after each rotor period and yields a scaled po
attern in the dipolar domain. Magnetization is transfe
etween the15N via proton-mediated spin diffusion (33–35).

15N chemical shift evolution of the nitrogen spins occ
during t 2 and t 3, respectively. The corresponding 2D15N–15N
spectrum, representing thet 1 5 0 plane of the 3D experime
depicted in Fig. 1b, is shown in Fig. 2.

In order to simulate the effects of the sequence, the angb(2)

of the second NH vector is expressed as a function ofb(1), the
bPR angle of the first NH vector, the angleu12 between the tw
vectors, and an anglew which describes a rotation of t
second NH vector around the first on the surface of a cone
3):

cosb ~2! 5 cosb ~1!cosu12 2 sin b ~1!sin u12cosw. [11]

he total signal intensity is the product of the signal intens
uring the individual dephasing periods before and afte

FIG. 2. 2D 15N–15N correlation spectrum from the 3D pulse sequen
iagonal and cross peaks in the 2D experiment. The assignment of the
,
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mixing time as a function of thet 1 increment for each crysta-
ite orientation

SNH~t1, u12! 5 E
0

p

db ~1!sinb ~1! E
2p/ 2

1p/ 2

dwSNH~t1, b ~1!, b ~2!!

5 E
0

p

db ~1!sin b ~1! E
2p/ 2

1p/ 2

dwSNH1~t1, b ~1!!

3 SNH2~t1, b ~2!!. [12]

depicted in Fig. 1b witht1 5 0. The 1D spectra show cross sections through
sonances is given in the figure.

FIG. 3. Theb-angle of a second dipolar vectorb(2) can be expressed a
function of the first dipolar vectorb(1), the angle between the two interactio
u i ,i11, and an anglew which allows for rotations of the second vector aro
the first NH vector.
ce
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136 REIF ET AL.
The dephasing of the signal due to the NH dipolar interac
in the two dephasing periods can be written as

SNH1/2~t1, b ~1/ 2!! 5 cosF UkU bIS

2Î2
t1sin 2b ~1/ 2!G . [13]

For the second dipolar interaction,b(2) is expressed as
function of b(1) and the angleu12 between the two vectors. T
account for all possible relative orientations of the two
vectors, a second integral over the anglew is evaluated whic
describes the orientation of the second NH vector aroun
first on the surface of a cone. Using this approach, the di
dephasing spectra acquired with the pulse sequence sho
Fig. 1b can be accurately simulated. The only variable pa
eter in the simulations is the angleu12 between the two NH
vectors. The minimum of a least-squares fit directly yields
desired projection angle.

EXPERIMENTAL

15N-labeled amino acids methionine, leucine, and phen-
anine were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laborato
Inc. (Andover, MA). American Peptide Co., Inc. (Sunnyv
CA), performed the synthesis ofN-formyl-MLF. The NMR

FIG. 4. Time domain NH dipolar dephasing spectra for the correlatio
rojection angleu i ,i11 between subsequent NH vectors in the peptide bac
e less than 5°. Thex axis corresponds to the indirect evolution periodt 1 from

is normalized to the intensity of the signal in the first increment. Circles
parameter in the simulations is the angleu i ,i11 between the two NH vector
s

he
ar

in
-

e

l
s,
,

spectra were recorded at a1H Larmor frequency of 397.8 MH
using a custom-designed spectrometer and data acqu
software courtesy of Dr. D. Ruben. The custom-designe
ple-resonance transmission line probe was equipped w
4-mm Chemagnetics/Varian (Fort Collins, CO) MAS spinn
module. The spinning frequency was adjusted to 5952 Hz
controlled by a Doty Scientific Inc. (Columbia, SC) spinn
frequency controller to within65 Hz. The1H 90° pulse lengt
in the T-MREV multiple-pulse sequence was set to 2.8ms, to
accommodate five MREV cycles in one rotor period.
T-MREV 15N–1H dephasing period in thet 1 evolution period
was incremented by 33.6ms and a total of 16 experiments w
recorded int 1. In the15N chemical shift evolution periodt 2, 24
increments were recorded, with an increment of 672ms per
experiment. The mixing period was set to 3.98 s and
recycle delay between each transient was 4 s. The total e
imental time for the 3D experiment was 54 h. CW and TP
(49) decoupling were used in the indirect and direct evolu

eriods, respectively, with a1H RF field of about 100 kHz.
Dipolar dephasing determined by the heteronuclear di

couplings occurs duringt 1. Figure 4shows experimental da
and simulations for the time domain dephasing of the c
peaks Met–Leu and Leu–Phe (a, b) and the diagonal peak
and Leu (c, d) inN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe. The diagon

Met–Leu (a) and Leu–Phe (b) and the diagonal peaks of Met (c) and L
one can be determined asuMet,Leu 5 165°,uLeu,Phe5 25°. The error was estimated
e pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1b in units of one rotor period. The int
d solid lines indicate experimental and simulated data, respectively. The only free
ns
kb

th
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137NH–NH VECTOR CORRELATION IN PEPTIDES
peaks are included since the dephasing of the signal due
NH dipolar coupling is analogous to the case of parallel ve
orientation and can therefore serve as an internal referen

DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows a plot ofu i ,i11, the relative orientatio
between the two NH vectors of residuesi and i 1 1, as a
function of the backbone torsion anglesf i andc i . The angle
u i ,i11 depends only on the torsion anglesf i andc i according to

cosu i ,i11 5 20.259 cosw icosc i 1 0.723 sinw isin c i

1 0.471 cosw i 1 0.362 cosc i 1 0.01. [14]

A derivation of this formula is provided in the Appendix.
Regions corresponding toa-helical andb-sheet seconda

structure elements are indicated in gray. Fits of the time
main dipolar dephasing signal of the cross peaks yield an
u i ,i11 5 1658 for Met–Leu and an angleu i ,i11 5 258 for
Leu–Phe. The second solution can be excluded in both ca
can be seen from the cross-peak buildup in Fig. 6 (vide infra).
The hatched regions indicate the possible NMR experim
data in the diagram.u i ,i11 is especially sensitive to variation
the backbone anglec in the a-helical region, whereas in th
b-sheet region changes in both backbone angles cont
significantly to changes ofu i ,i11. To evaluate the accuracy
the data, we calculated the rms difference between theor
and experimental data of the time domain dipolar depha

FIG. 5. Projection angle between the vectors NHi and NHi11 of the amino
acid i andi 1 1, respectively, as a function of the backbone anglesf i andc i

in a protein. Hatched regions indicate combinations off andc values that ar
compatible with the NMR spectroscopic data for Met (hatched) and
(cross-hatched). Crosses correspond tof and c values found in the X-ra
structure ofN-formyl-MLF-OMe (3 for Met, 1 for Leu). Grey shaded regio
ndicateb-sheet anda-helical regions in the Ramachandran diagram.
the
r
.

o-
le

s as

tal
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curves from Fig. 4 as a function off i and c i . The rmsd
diagram for the Leu–Phe cross peak is shown in Fig. 7. S
variations in the backbone anglesf andc lead to a significan
change in the rmsd values. Furthermore, the dephasing
diagonal peaks illustrated in Fig. 4 serves as an internal r
ence for estimating the error on the measured projection a
For the diagonal peaks, each nitrogen coherence dep
twice under the influence of its NH dipolar coupling during
incremented time periodt 1. The dephasing is therefore ana-
gous to the case of two NH vectors that are oriented paral
one another, corresponding tou i ,i11 5 08 or 180°. This valu
can be reproduced with an accuracy of better than63°. The
resolution of the grid was 1° in this case.

The torsion angles determined in this experiment are in
agreement with the data from X-ray crystallographic inve
gations ofN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe-OMe (50). Thef and
c angles found in the X-ray structure aref(Met) 5 2140.0°
c(Met) 5 151.3°,f(Leu) 5 267.7°, andc(Leu) 5 249.3°.
These are indicated in Fig. 5 with crosses. The values fall
the respective contour lines found from the NMR experime
data.

It can be seen from Eq. [11]–[13] that the dephasing si
of the projection angle experiment is invariant to the angleu12

and 180°2 u12. In order to differentiate betweena-helical and
b-sheet regions in the Ramachandran diagram,15N–15N cross

FIG. 6. (a) Ratio of cross-peak versus diagonal-peak intensity in
15N–15N spin diffusion experiment as a function of mixing time. The c
peaks between Leu–Phe, Met–Leu, and Met–Phe are coded as tri
circles, and squares, respectively. (b) Ni–Ni11 distance as a function of t

nglec i in the protein backbone.
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138 REIF ET AL.
peak buildup curves were recorded, which provide an esti
of the 15N i–

15N i11 distance.
Figure 6a shows the cross-peak buildup as a function o

spin diffusion time. Clearly, the Leu–Phe cross peak sho
significantly faster buildup rate than the Met–Leu cross p
Figure 6b shows the15N i–

15N i11 distance as a function of t
backbone anglec. The distance is shorter fora-helical (c '
230°–250°) thanb-sheet type residues (c ' 70° 2 150°).
This is in agreement with the X-ray structure which give
value for the 15N i–

15N i11 distance of15N(Met)–15N(Leu) 5
3.59 Å and15N(Leu)–15N(Phe)5 2.83 Å.

The experiment uses a rather long mixing period for tr
ferring coherence between the15N nuclei. However, T-MREV
is a g-encoded multiple-pulse recoupling scheme. Sinceg-en-
coded recoupling displays only a weak dependence o
azimuthal powder anglegCR (43) which corresponds to a rot-
tion around the rotor axis, rotor synchronization is expecte
have only a minor influence on the dephasing data. In a si
experiment, Tycko and co-workers (37, 38) showed that aniso
tropic polarization transfer affects the extracted angle in
limit of incomplete magnetization transfer. In our experime
a mixing time of 3.98 s was used, at which time the tran
between neighboring residues has reached a plateau. We
fore assume an isotropic model in approximating the pola
tion transfer dynamics, noting that precise description of
process would require further knowledge of the nearby pr
geometry (33–35). However, even for the case in which
polarization transfer is assumed to be purely anisotropic
nificant perturbation of the dephasing trajectory is expe

FIG. 7. rms difference diagram between experimental and simulated
as a function of the backbone anglesf andc. The calculations are carried o
for the Leu–Phe cross peak. The lowest rmsd values are obtained for r
in the Ramachandran plot from Fig. 5 where the NHi–NHi11 projection angl
adopts a value of 25° and 155°, respectively.
te

he
a

k.

a

s-

he

to
ar

e
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r
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a-
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g-
d

only when the Ni–Ni11 vector is nearly colinear with Hi–Ni or
H i11–Ni11 (51). Such near linearity occurs only with nonsta-

rd peptide geometry (250° , c , 10°, 90°, f , 150°).
ven in this unrealistic case, the angle would be perturbe
ot more than65° due to the inadequacies of the polariza

transfer model. Over the majority of the Ramachandran s
this effect is negligible in comparison to other experime
errors.

The proposed experiment is the first to useg-encoded re
coupling over multiple rotor periods to correlate dipolar in
action for structure determination. Reintroduction of the
eronuclear dipolar interaction over multiple rotor periods i
general desirable, since this allows analysis of the long-
behavior of the dephasing signal which emphasizes we
couplings. Thus, a more accurate determination of the re
orientation of the dipolar interaction tensors is possible. Ishet
al. (17, 52) used the RHEDS sequence (rotor-synchron

eteronuclear dipolar switching) to correlate a NH and a
ipolar dephasing period over multiple rotor periods in s
ate dimensions. The RHEDS sequence combines the WI
53) and FSLG-2 (54) multiple-pulse sequences to accumu
hase over several rotor periods. However, this sequence

g-encoded, and the dipolar scaling factor is smaller by a fa
of 2.24 than the fivefold T-MREV sequence. Further ana
of the dephasing data obtained by the RHEDS sequence
be complicated by the combination of two multiple-pulse m
ing sequences; in particular, correct accounting for differe
relaxation would require analyzing the relative performanc
the two pulse sequences. The experiments presented prev
(39) demonstrate the value of considering differential re

tion for highly accurate15N–1H distance measurements.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that correlation of two NH vectors in
peptide backbone can provide valuable information for
determination of structure in uniformly15N-labeled sample
We have demonstrated that the NHi–NHi11 projection angl
u i ,i11 can be measured to constrainf i and c i in a peptide
backbone with high accuracy. The method does not rely o13C
labeling of the peptide. The results agree with other solid-
NMR experiments which determine these torsion angles
vidually (55). This type of information cannot easily be o
tained in liquid-state NMR experiments due to the inhere
smaller interactions. In addition, we used ag-encoded recou
pling sequence to reintroduce the heteronuclear dipolar
action over multiple rotor periods in a tensor correlation
periment, where the heteronuclear dipolar interaction is
refocused after each rotor period. Precise calibration o
absolute value of the dipolar scaling factor of the sequen
not crucial for extracting the projection angle restraints.
provide a quasi-analytical formalism for the evaluation of
data, and expect this method to become extremely valuab

ta
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the determination of the relative orientation of adjacent
ondary structure elements in larger spin systems.

APPENDIX

The projection angle between the two vectors Ni11–Hi11 and
N i–Hi can be expressed as a function of the backbone a
f i andc i using several sequential Wigner rotations (56). The
Wigner matrix R̃(a, b, g) describes a general rotation o
coordinate system according to the Euler anglesa, b, andg:

R̃~a, b, g! 5 S ca z cb z cg 2 sa z sg
2ca z cb z sg 2 sa z cg

ca z sb

sa z cb z cg 1 ca z sg 2 sb z cg
2sa z cb z sg 1 ca z cg sb z sg

sa z sb cb
D .

[A1]

he original coordinate system CS1 is characterized with
i11–Hi11 parallel to thezCS1 axis, and thex axis within the
i11–Ni11–C9i plane (Fig. A1).
In the first step, the vector Ni11–Hi11 is represented in a coo-

dinate system CS2, in which thezCS2 axis is oriented along th
Ni11–C9i axis and thex axis within the Hi11–Ni11–C9i plane. In the

S2 system, the vector Ni11–Hi11 can be expressed as a func
f the bond anglen1 after application of a Wigner transformati

FIG. A1. Protein backbone showing the relevant angles a
c-

les

e

R̃~a, b, g! 5 R̃~0, 2n1, 0! CS13CS2 [A2]

@Ni11–Hi11#
CS25 R̃~0, 2n1, 0! CS13CS2@Ni11–Hi11#

CS1.

[A3]

In this case,a, g 5 0, and the rotation of the coordina
ystems can be achieved by a change of thez axis. n1 was

substituted forb and refers to the bond angle Hi11–Ni11–C9i . In
he second step, the coordinate system CS2 is rotated aro
ld zCS2 axis by the peptide bond torsion anglev, and furthe

around its intermediatey axis by the bond anglen2. The new
zCS3 axis is now oriented along the C9i–Ci

a bond. In the coor-
dinate system CS3, the vector Hi11–Ni11 can be represented

@Ni11–Hi11#
CS35 R̃~v, n2 2 p, 0! CS23CS3

3 R̃~0, 2n1, 0! CS13CS2@Ni11–Hi11#
CS1.

[A4]

The same principles apply to the vector Ni–Hi . To represen
N i–Hi in the coordinate system CS3, the CS5 has to be ro
first by the bond anglen3 into CS4. Subsequently, CS4
rotated by the torsion anglep 2 f around its originalzCS4 axis,

nd then around the intermediatey axis according to the bon
anglen4. Finally, CS4 is rotated by the torsion anglec around
the newzCS3 axis. This can be represented as

coordinate system axis for the Wigner rotations described in the text.
nd
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@Ni–Hi#
CS35 R̃~2f, 2n4, 2c! CS43CS3

3 R̃~0, 2n3, 0! CS53CS4@Ni–Hi#
CS5. [A5]

The projection angleu i ,i11 between Ni11–Hi11 and Ni–Hi is
hus expressed by the scalar product

cosui ,i11 5
1

d2 @Ni–Hi#
CS3 z @Ni11–Hi11#

CS3

5 2@cos~n1!cos~n2! 1 sin~n1!sin~n2!cos~v!#

3 @cos~n3!cos~n4! 1 sin~n3!sin~n4!cos~f!#

2 @sin~n1!cos~n2!cos~v! 2 cos~n1!sin~n2!#

3 @2sin~n3!cos~n4!cos~f!cos~c!

1 cos~n3!sin~n4!cos~c!

1 sin~n3!sin~f!sin~c!#

2 sin~n1!$cos~n3!sin~n4!sin~c!

2 sin~n3!@sin~f!cos~c!

1 cos~n4!cos~f!sin~c!#%sin@v#, [A6]

hered corresponds to the length of the Nk–Hk vectors.
Typical values forn i are n1 5 119.5°,n2 5 115.6°,n3 5

118.2°, andn4 5 111.0° andv 5 180° (57). Using these value
leads to Eq. [14].
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